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SUMMARY

● Hedge fund holdings can help you discover new investment ideas
● We added Deep Track to our list of followed hedge funds in Q4, making our total hedge

funds followed 36
● In Q4 2022, ISEE, HZNP, and VRNA appear in the Top 20 holdings in 11/36 top life

sciences hedge funds
● VRDN and MRTX are in the Top 20 holdings in 10/35 of the funds
● PRME, IMVT, and FULC were newly acquired in 5 funds
● See our Google Sheet for info on the Top 20 holdings in each hedge fund
● See our new hedge fund screener to search any ticker across 35 biopharma hedge

funds

Q4 2022 13F filings were made available on or just before February 14, 2023. At BPIQ we track
quarterly 13F filings for the biopharma-focused hedge funds with substantial holdings in
smid-cap biopharma. These not only include some of the largest, best known biotech hedge
funds, but all the $100M or larger smid-cap biopharma funds that we could identify. We
identified 36 hedge funds that met this profile. As an aside, if you click the Hedge Fund link in
our new app.bpiq.com site you can search for any ticker to instantly find whether any of these
funds held that ticker at the end of last quarter (FIG. 1). Accordingly, this quarter we provide
data for, and analyzed all 36 funds (See FIG. 1). This includes all 35 funds we focused on for
Q3 2022 as well as the additional newly added Deep Track Fund.

Like most biotech investors, most of these funds had a tough year in 2021 (See "Hedge Funds
Suffer Big Losses in Biotech Rout" (The Wall Street Journal 12/6/21)) and likely lost money in
the 1st half of 2022, as headwinds from the biotech sector pushed hard against even the most
experienced biotech investors. However, biotech's resurgence since mid-June 2022 has
probably led to some positive returns for these funds as well. The Quarter over Quarter change
in the value of the stocks that are invested in by the funds, shows that many of the funds stock
holdings had positive returns in Q4 (FIG. 1).

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wrxJeK6emnJY6TRvR6nB0fAgQfZBTnn1QJnjkDXpzW8/edit#gid=0
https://app.bpiq.com/hedgefunds
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hedge-funds-suffer-big-losses-on-biotech-rout-11638727155
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hedge-funds-suffer-big-losses-on-biotech-rout-11638727155


FIG 1.

Check out our subscriber-only Q3 2022 Biotech Hedge Fund Analysis Google Sheet HERE, and
our free Q3 2022 Biotech Hedge Fund blog post HERE. Check back because we will be
updating our analysis and this article regularly.

Here are our findings thus far:

Top 20 Holdings

We analyzed the Top 20 holdings in all top biotech funds to find which tickers are top holdings of
multiple biotech hedge funds (Table 1). We also determined the Top 20 occurrences for these
tickers in Q3 to compare. ISEE, VRNA and HZNP are the only holdings in the Top 20 of 11
funds. VRDN and MRTX are the only holdings in the Top 20 of 10 funds. KDNY, MDGL, and
SRPT are in the Top 20 in 8 hedge funds. CRNX, COGT, PCVX, RXDX, ARGX, CYTK, ASND,
CLDX, SNDX, APLS, SGEN, XENE, DICE, and RYTM are held in the Top 20 of 6 or 7 of the
hedge funds at the end of Q4.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ja_7Kakp687f05VHptBOfi4rjjvcxONe4AKm9kK9PLw/edit#gid=0
https://www.bpiq.com/post/bpiq-q3-2022-biotech-hedge-fund-13f-analysis


Many of the top held tickers this past quarter were also seen in many Top 20s in Q3. See Table
1 for a list of these top held tickers as well as the number of Top 20 hedge funds they were in for
Q3 2022.

Then see Tables 2a and 2b for all Top 20s in the 36 Hedge Funds we have analyzed.

Table 1. Top occurrences of companies in Top 20 of Hedge Funds*



*Note that the Q3 2022 numbers were from 35 followed hedge funds, we added the additional
Deep Track hedge fund this quarter

Table 2a. Top 20 stock positions held by biotech hedge funds in Q4 2022**

Table 2b. Top 20 stock positions held by biotech hedge funds in Q4 2022**

**Tables 2a and 2b are color coded based on the prevalence of the ticker in the hedge funds
Top 20s. Darker green colored cells have the highest occurrence (with the darkest green
showing 11 occurrences) and lighter yellow colored cells have less occurrences (with the
lightest yellow showing 5 occurrences). Refer to Table 1 to see specific numbers of occurrences
for each ticker.



We analyzed returns from each of these companies since the end of Q3, the end of Q4, and
during Q4 to determine if there was a pattern in returns of these commonly held ticker. See
Table 3 for returns from these tickers. Also included in Table 3 is info on the company enterprise
value, quarters of cash on hand, and short term investments.

Table 3. Returns from each quarter in Top 20 holdings

Returns are current as of 2/16/23



In Q4 the average return from the companies in 5 or more hedge fund Top 20s was 41% and
the average return from companies in 6 or more hedge fund Top 20s was 43%. The return from
XBI in Q4 was 5%.

See our forum post after subscribing to see our final table including info on the indication area of
these companies, next readouts coming, and if they are BPIQ Big Movers!

New Positions

Next, we analyzed the positions that were newly acquired by these biotech hedge funds in Q4
2022. PRME, IMVT, and FULC were newly acquired in 5 funds. RNA, HZNP, BCAB, VRNA,
ACRV, NAMS, IMUX, VECT, and AXSM were newly acquired in 4 funds. See Table 4 for all
newly acquired positions in at least 4 funds, and see our Google Sheet for a breakdown of
newly acquired companies by hedge fund.

Table 4. Newly acquired positions by top biotech hedge funds in Q4 2022

https://www.bpiq.com/biopharma-forum/bpiq-pro/q4-2022-hedge-fund-analysis
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ja_7Kakp687f05VHptBOfi4rjjvcxONe4AKm9kK9PLw/edit#gid=0


Deeper analysis:

See our Google Sheet for more info on the Top 20 companies in all 36 hedge funds

Further analysis of hedge funds including look at market cap and clinical trials

● The most widely held stocks were from Phase 3 trials, PDUFA approval decisions or
NDA submissions as their latest stage assets (not including approved assets)

● Market caps ranged from ~$930M-$30B for companies in the Top 20 of at least 6 funds
● Of the 3 most common newly added companies (PRME, IMVT, and FULC all newly

added to 5 funds) IMVT and FULC have Phase 3 trials and the market caps range from
$800M-$2.3B

● The most common indications in the companies in the most Top 20s are eye diseases,
rare/rheumatic diseases, and cancer

● ISEE, HZNP, and VRNA (the tickers held in the most Top 20s) did very well in Q4: ISEE
+19%, HZNP +84%, and VRNA +156%. XBI only had a return of 5% in Q4.
Unfortunately all three of these tickers have had negative moves since the end of Q4
(see Table 3)

● See Table 3 for all returns in Q4, since the end of Q4, since the end of Q3, and since the
end of Q2

● The hedge fund with the most holdings in a single company is Baker Bros which held
36.2% of portfolio in SGEN (moved -6% in Q4 and 27% since the end of Q4)

● The biggest movers since the end of Q4 as of this writing (Feb 16, 2023) and widely held
in funds (in at least 5 funds) are: SGEN (27%, in 6 funds), COGT (15%, in 7 funds),
SWTX (15%, in 5 funds), and ALPN (14%, in 5 funds).

● In Q4 the biggest movers in the Top 20 of at least 5 funds were MDGL (347%, in 8
funds), IMVT (218%, in 5 funds), VRNA (156%, in 11 funds), and PCVX (100%, in 7
funds).

● The large return from IMVT could have led to the 5 funds adding this company
● Average Q4 return of stocks in 6+ funds: 43%;
● Average Q4 return of stocks in 5+ funds: 41%;
● XBI return in Q4: 5%

This article is NOT legal, investment or tax advice. Please do your own diligence before making
any investments.
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